
Second Tuesday Salon  Reariting session.

March 8, 2022. 9 am MST, 11 am EST, 4 pm UTC, 5 pm Paris time. 

Thinking through / diving in / swimming around / plumbing the depths of 

Desire (under)lines: Notes toward a queer phenomenology of spell check by Allison Parrish

https://posts.decontextualize.com/queer-in-ai-2021/

Reariting is the act of simultaneous reading and writing together on the Internet. Reariting is a feminist

technique to think through a text together. While reading a text, all participants use the same framapad to write

their reactions and asides related to the text, thus exploring their understandings and misunderstandings of it.

Reariting is about thinking and learning, finding links, soft and blind spots, returning and kneading. It always

starts somewhere in the middle, and somehow never ends.

 

Housekeeping: can  i WRITE HERE TOO???? is this vandalism?

- The pad has a chat (clavardage bottom right) for remarks that don't concern the subject text.

- Top right at the group icon, you can change your (nick)name and color.

- On this framapad, we can write, react, reply, contest, explain, change poetically etc. wherever we want. We can

even erase text (our own and that of the others). The history of our writing will be saved and can be revisited

afterwards.

- Enjoy.

 

// If you are interested in a more poetic approach, or if this pad gets too crowed you can try squiggling here:

https://mensuel.framapad.org/p/rearitingparrishpoe-9sya 

how orthography expresses embodied linguistic intention./invention/revention. Convention. How correctness

embodies/emboldens priviledge. The edge of meaning. The edge of our very selves/souls/ames.

align the machine--align the human. Align society values. Do not speak of these words (particularly in Florida!)

"The word “queer,” as Ahmed notes, comes from the Proto-Indo-European root *terkʷ-, meaning “turn” or “twist.”

This, according to Ahmed, “gets translated into a sexual term, a term for a twisted sexuality that does not follow

a ‘straight line,’ a sexuality that is bent and crooked."  I love the etymology, but I have a personal story to tell on

this.  have been editing O�ce of Personnel forms, and fighting the Powers That Be to get rid of the form

Male/Female. This is di�cult --even asking why they need the straight line (literally a straight line given by

straight line formatic people) is problematic.  The straight dichotmy Check male OR female embedded in our

daily forms is so di�cult! !!!!!

"There’s something interesting to me about the idea of a “misspelled” word being “twisted” up, full of kinetic

energy [!] that can later be released. We’ll see some “misspellings” with this kind of energy later."--YES.  The

misspellings of zhir, ze, is supposed to be twisted--it twists into someone's reality--which is di�ernet from the

traditionally imposed norm.  Yes!  Energy.  Breath.  Life.  Not a standard.  Not having braces applied. 

Orthography and teeth. twisted...circuit bending...

"Because misspellings are material, correcting those spellings is a way of separating linguistic behavior from its

material history, in favor of an abstraction."  YES. And correcting the spellings is correcting a behavior and

missing out on a lot-like telling someone that eating spaghetti is wrong and eating pizza is right. We should not

do this. Yet my editor heart of 31 years still cringes. but don't we need a middle ground to be able to

understandoneanother? (it took me some time to learn to read Mez.) Yes, and to [w]rite/right in a three

di(mention)all way! :) we are using oly English now !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I'm also thinking about a line from Annie's e-stranger where someone told her that if she wanted to be taken

seriously she should not try to speak in French (in France), because when you make mistakes you are not taken

seriously. A colleague recently told me the same thing about writing emails in French (I am an English speaker

teaching English in a French University). I wonder if people speaking non-national, minority or regional

languages have the same reaction to linguistic error. I would bet not (but I could be wrong!). 

Yes, ma franciase est horrible, and I can understand, but I must remain mute. BUt this can also be engenedered-

In Japan, women speak in English (even if incorrectly) because if they speak correctly in Japanese they will not

be taken seriously.

What would queer code be? Not QR code. Or.... esoteric at least Queer code is:BE who you are. And still BE in the

wor{l}d.

twerking can be dancing, twisting already is

The twist radically shaped television and dancing by forcing networks to decide whether it was indecent as a

popular dance. TwistTwistTwist?  Thankfully twist o� caps replaced those that required a separate tool to pry. 

first, my confusion.  [I love this sentence and this reaction, which also, I think applies to the whole topic of

spellings and words.  What I dislike most about spell check is that it disrupts this productive ambiguity on the

part of a writer. ]Then as I begin to understand the "way" of this, I can now focus on the meaning of the writing 

First quote:  "Each of these words are instances in which my experiences and desires were illegible to the

machine, and I had to take action to align the machine to those experiences and desires. writing."

Also of interest, spell check being one of the earliest applications of artificial intellegence, Love the tracing of the

origins of the words...a favorite passtime (ah, there's a twist in my spelling, don't care in this instance as I want

the word this way.  Give myself permission.  Quote 2 "a “misspelled” word being “twisted” up, full of kinetic

energy that can later be released." Reading further, I am calmed with my focus on these ideas, this writing.  A

gift full of naming with clarity.  Catalyzes thinking. Quote 3 "(Likewise, the absence of a squiggle fails to point to

the fact that “correct” spelling is itself historically contingent and changes in response to the goals and values of

those in power." Yes, the try now, seems to me, to practice seeing the world "slantwise" in hopes of

allowing/opening the world to a multiplicity of subjectivities.  okay, I'll quit now! In a way nothing is illegible to the

machine since it can transcribe just about any input into a visual symbol. But fundamental human interaction is

entirely illegible. So far. I like the sound of various fingers hitting keys in front of us. Is there a way to amplify the

sound or place it into the document?

Militant Strategies: Go to DeepL once a day and choose the very last word from each dropdown menu given for

each word. Dérégler la machine. Ou aller tous les jours sur Google Translate et y mettre un poème. Comme ça

la langue généré par défaut une langue de plus en plus poétique. I'am not sur but I read that a car wrote The

Road like Kerouac, few year ago...Lily what is the URL? https://www.deepl.com/en/translator

Geographies have been on my mind so I of course sew them here.  Paths, serpentine or straight, in relation to

pleasure and demarcation and shared spaces.  Where are you reading or looking from?  We read from a

context. We read from the news that a kindergartener with two moms can not say "Me and my moms went

hiking on the weekend". sht We are legislatively silenced. We are formattically and grammatically silenced. This

is quite astounding. The kindergartener would get corrected for improper grammar.  Andrew--this is what the

new Florida law requires. If a child has two parents of the same gender, the teacher is legally forced to silence

that child from talking about their parents.  This just happened this week, and I am devastated. I think we should

counter by twisting Florida and Texas (and every other tormentor regime) every time we write them. Flor-not-

right-a. Quexas. The United States of Fascism and Inhumanity.

I was wandering whether it is lines that give matter form (and whilst wondering I was dithering over which line to

possess[?] here)there. The idea of same-sex orientation being "o� course" and therefore not "on line" is

interesting but again I'm not sure about the line. The "line" seems an inadequate metaphor for sexuality and

subjectivity. The line as in a rule - that makes sense. The twisty line underlining "twisted" sexuality.

Les foreign words, on les mets en italique. The borrowed words. The red squiggle questioning not only gender

but country and tongue. And the interest on the borrowed words, in the red, national debt. 

Tourner aussi (twrk) est lié à verser, la version, traduire vers sa langue maternelle. (bringing over) Metaphor.

Metapherein is Greek for translation (but also transport, like they use it for the bus system). 

Une fois j'ai assisté à une conférence de Barbara Cassin où elle a cité un passage de Hannah Arendt où elle

parle des langues étrangères qui "tremblent". Je n'ai jamais pu retrouver la référence.  And the squiggles return

because the language is strange/estranged. the squiggles tremble. I would love to know the reference if you can

ever retreive it. And our languages div(u)rge-divulge. I have been looking for a long time! Perhaps we can just

take it as a lieu commun, languages tremblent always

ooo so spellcheck tools have a list of words you added that you can access. What fun stu� could I do with that? 

I assume that everyone's list will look very di�erent - like a little personality imprint...but would it? what if it's all

just the same stu� if we look at 1000 people's lists....kind of folds back into 'divinatory'. ooof look at that, a red

squiggly line indeed!...indEEd. Often in the first class of my intro to creative writing class I ask them to write down

their favorite words in English (they are non-native English speakers), and this makes a poem. This is another

kind of favorite words list. Odd words. Outside words. New words. 

There's so many eeeeee sounds here in the the start: lEEway mErEly, qEEr, spEll chEck Spell check always

underlines curious words not in its list with a red line. YEs, Andrew and Lesia! The red squiggle pointing out the

di�erences needlessly.  The red squiggle as the machine judging us. and the machine is programmed by

those who think their way is the only way! Or the programmers? 

 

"I’d point out here that the weirrd “correct” is not neutral in any sense."   When we correct, we assume that we

and we alone are right!!' I use a similar thing to spellcheck in linux and can add and subtract weirds and get the

lines downlove then they become an ultraior vocabulary/piece. - I have dishionaries French to English to French

etc. from the early 1800s that I use a lot in my writing - so many unaccustomed words in it -Makes me think of a

stop list that could be used in text processing. but I guess it's more of a 'green light' list. grEEn!!!! GRRR. 

summary - mummery

A question I have about "writing" code. When humans write code they are telling machines what binary (or some

other kind of?) code they should produce? YES--see LAi's talk last year on the algorithms, the databases--the

deep biases programmers have--the trouble with facial recognition for colored faces, the trouble with Alexa

finishing sentences in gendered ways. Nothing is nuetral. Code is not neutral. Code is created by deep-bias

humans. Language is created by deep-bias humans. There is a group who wants to work on doubting AI's.

Including uncertaity in databases and the retrieval of results. This makes me think about the way languages get

"normalised", "standardised" and "universalised" in machine translation. Going back to error above...

(imperialism)

(This goes along with this thing I've been thinking about code being an English pidgin, because--which code?

ours or the machines? I am not a programmer....)

There is a book by Haryette Mullen entitled "Sleeping with the Dictionary," which is a title and book I've always

loved, but I'm struck today by how di�erently this title and the project associated with it signifies when the

dictionary becomes primarily machine readable.  It becomes prescriptive in a new way.  I want this book!

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/54879/sleeping-with-the-dictionary. Craig Dworkin also has a book

on Dictionary Poetics.  hmm interesting - unless we're taking an exam, how many human fingers slip down the

edges of a dictionary anymore? Yeah, I kinda do. We play scrabble and my old flingers find words in paper

faster than on the screen. Yet isn't this all an old generation vs new generation? Who made up the spelling

anyway? originally, Webster's blue backed speller was to make American a di�erent language than English--a

patriotic politicization of words even then. 

"What I might suggest is a “queer orientation” toward spelling. Ahmed writes:

Queer orientations are those that put within reach bodies that have been made unreachable…. Queer

orientations might be those that don’t line up, which by seeing the world “slantwise” allow other objects to come

into view. A queer orientation might be one that does not overcome what is “o� line,” and hence acts out of line

with others.

In this view, that red squiggle—far from being a sign of inadequacy—is actually a good omen, a desire line that

shows you’re on the right track." Irigaray comes to mind

The machine has desires that are inscripted into it.  Spellcheck seems to be one of the best places to see the

traces of these inscriptions. Can framapad show previous versions? (yes  there is a his/her/zhirtory)

WHat I might suggest is a queer/accepting orientation toward spelling and grammar.  IT is not my place to

correct what you eat, how you dress, how you ARE --your very soul, your identity.  We can say, though, that

the shift to digital modes of communication has loosened up standards and their power to enforce to

correction. Language seems queerer online with more options. 

I find myself thinking about all the ways that I queer/twist/sqew language, and have queered language, even

before I had much awareness of queerness. I'm frequently accused of making up words in my own writing (who

doesn't, amirite?), when something just sounds right, seems to convey the right sound and meaning in its BONES.

But also there are dialects—of which I have a particular one that queers words in its own way. Once you get into

text, I use a lot of the techniques she's talking about. governments/forms/schools/laws/I once was/ere very

"correct" about language/grammar/spelling, but have gradually come to the appreciation for it as a constantly

evolving system, which is what makes it fascinating. (Oh my struggles withh "they" as singlular" My iward editor

still cringes, my outward soul still re-joue-joyces). HCE--Here cometh everyone.  think this transition parallels my

transition to awareness/acceptance/self-recognition of queerness. Once you become open to the notion that no

one thing is "correct", that there are many ways to do and be, it starts to trickle out into all the other areas of

life. I was writing today about how stuck (a lot of) arts/humanities research is in the separation of practice and

research, this notion that the research must be "objective" somehow, and thus not include any of the

researcher's practice. It's inherently patriarchal! It's stupid Francis Bacon's fault for insisting that there is ONE

TRUTH to everything, that everything has a reason that it can be distilled to. It prioritises [I VERY MUCH AGREE!] 

(See WEbster's divergence into prioritizing) objectivity over subjectivity, science over art (when even science is,

well, not an exact science). In a digital environment, truth is replaced by statistics. And then distorted/rep-ab-

orted in their publication.

Also, what isn't discussed is the bias of the machine... which is really the bias of the programmer. If spellcheck is

an AI, its list of words are those that the programmer chose to say were "correct". Even if pulled from a

dictionary—a person (editor) makes those choices. While we often laud dictionaries for being unbiased (they

want to put words in because they're USED, not because they're political, as a record of language), nonetheless

there are people behind them. Dictionaries according to Webster, simply tell how we use words.

'standard language'. ouch no. Yet... there has always been a stadard line of communication--a "formal way osf

speakign. Dear Mr. Smith rather than Dear M. Smith.  I still mento people at work--use a standard communication

style to be taken professionally. But are our very souls not professional? I remember being coached by my

teachers to take exams in highschool and they would always tell us to use 'standard english'. Who is standard

english even for anymore? machines???having said all this, i cannot spell to save my life.Thissentence "I cannot

spell to save my life" is so beautiful. It's calling my soul. <3

The ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ squiggle as a good omen ~~~~~~~~~~~ this desire line desires a drawing tool to free

the squiggle ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ from the straightening device of the text document line. Every web page is

made up of boxes but drawing and animation can break free of those boxes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!! the

censura? a sign that indicates something is missing? Something has been taken out. A friendly block.

1971 SPELL...ok so when did the speak-and-spell come out? and texters rely on spell check to finish their thoughts

now. I hate mine, it's always changing my words to something stupid no one types any more.  yumyum cutting-

edge AI going lo-fi...1978. oh that's a really short time. https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Speak_%26_Spell_(toy)#In_commercial_music

It's on a wikipedia 'list of IEEE milestones': "1978 – Speak & Spell, the First Use of a Digital Signal Processing IC for

Speech Generation". looking down the wikipedia article list - speak & spell circuit bending - niiiiice. bending,

twisting, that would bring us back to an earlier conversation.OOOOO! so how would you sorta kinda circuit

bend a spell check tool? fabulous fabulous. And when did the new forms come out? 2019. oh I didn't expect it to

look just like the 1980s model. and I certainly wasn't expecting a cold, synthesizer male voice either - yikes.

https://youtu.be/cDelRihDxSo

Peterson, James L. “Computer Programs for Detecting and Correcting Spelling Errors.” Communications of

the ACM, vol. 23, no. 12, Dec. 1980, pp. 676–87.  What was Peterson's intention in creating this program?  Whom

did he write it for and why?  I don't have access to the ACM database I'll see if i can get it  - got it! [THANK

YOU!]because I am not currently a�liated with an institution with remote access.  I'm often struck by how

important standard spelling is to accomplishing even the most basic functions on the WWW: if an address is

"misspelled," it goes not to the place where you expected to be taken but to nowhere, which may or may not

be a kind of digital utopia.trying to think of a way to share it

"SUMMARY: With the increase in word and text processing

computer systems, programs which check and correct spell-

ing will become more and more common. Peterson investi-

gates the basic structure of several such existing programs

and their approaches to solving the problems which arise

when this type of program is created. The basic framework

and background necessary to write a spelling checker or

corrector are provided." - Peterson's abstract. sounds like a mini survey

This might provide the document: 

http://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/tex/bib/toc/cacm1980.html

In composition studies in the U.S., there is a famous academic article entitled "Error's Endless Train," which

documents the ways in which errors beget errors for writers who compose in non-standard dialects.  In other

words, misspelling is usually not a "mistake" per se, but a spelling based on a writer's understanding of the rules

of Standard English spelling.  Spelling reform was a popular topic in the late 19th c. UK and US and I believe that

many of the e�orts of these reforms end up in tools and ideas like "spell check."  

I dreamt one night that every citizen in an imaginary country had been given a limited language budget where

particular words came in particular quantities. One had to be careful not use them up needlessly. Sentences

became shorter. People watched what they said all the time so as not to run out of linguistic units.  Yet PAscal

notes that he had to write longer as he could not find the time to shorten his words. 

There's a lot of writing on these issues when programming is translated into di�erent languages like Cherokee

and the commands/syntax doesn't line up. I think v.early on there was a group centered around PowWow which

was developing Native American programs - I was on it for a while -
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